
EE128 / ME134  Problem Set 4 Solutions            Spring 2017

Solution: 

Since B is comparable to A and C, i.e., it is of the same order and not separated by at
least 5x difference, we cannot cancel the pole (-2) with the zero (-3).

The size of B is 100 times smaller than those of A, C and D. We should be able to safely cancel out the pole (-2) and
zero (-2.01) and approximate the transfer function as

Now we find the percent overshoot, settling time and peak time.



Now we use MATLAB to validate these results.

>> sys1 = tf([1, 2.01], [1, 7, 30, 40, 0]);
>> impulse(sys1);
>> sys2 = tf([1], [1, 5, 20, 0]);
>> hold on;
>> impulse(sys2);
>> legend('sys1', 'sys2');
>> grid on;

a. original system

after pole/zero cancellation

b. original system

after pole/zero cancellation

>> sys1 = tf([1, 3], [1, 5, 16, 20]);   
>> S = stepinfo(sys1)
S = 
         RiseTime: 0.6397
    SettlingTime: 2.5795
     SettlingMin: 0.1354
     SettlingMax: 0.1624
       Overshoot: 8.2814
      Undershoot: 0
            Peak: 0.1624
        PeakTime: 1.2894

>> sys2 = tf([1], [1, 3, 10]);       
>> S = stepinfo(sys2)
S = 
        RiseTime: 0.5029
    SettlingTime: 2.6100
     SettlingMin: 0.0924
     SettlingMax: 0.1184
       Overshoot: 18.3964
      Undershoot: 0
            Peak: 0.1184
        PeakTime: 1.1359

>> sys1 = tf([1, 3], [1, 5, 16, 20, 0]);   
>> impulse(sys1);                       
>> sys2 = tf([1], [1, 3, 10, 0]);       
>> hold on;
>> impulse(sys2);                
>> legend('sys1', 'sys2');
>> grid on;

use MATLAB to plot impulse responses

use MATLAB to calculate impulse response statistics
(by calling stepinfo on the system without integrator)

Everything is different.

use MATLAB to plot impulse responses



>> sys1 = tf([1, 2.01], [1, 7, 30, 40]);
>> S = stepinfo(sys1) 
S = 
        RiseTime: 0.3953
    SettlingTime: 1.3063
     SettlingMin: 0.0459
     SettlingMax: 0.0562
       Overshoot: 11.8105
      Undershoot: 0
            Peak: 0.0562
        PeakTime: 0.8474

>> sys2 = tf([1], [1, 5, 20]);
>> S = stepinfo(sys2)
S = 
        RiseTime: 0.3936
    SettlingTime: 1.3088
     SettlingMin: 0.0459
     SettlingMax: 0.0560
       Overshoot: 12.0265
      Undershoot: 0
            Peak: 0.0560
        PeakTime: 0.8474

use MATLAB to calculate impulse response statistics

1. sys1 and sys2 results are very similar;
2. Our hand-calculated numbers based on
second-order approximation are very close
to MATLAB results.

Solution:

First, define N1(s) and N2(s) as shown in the diagram.

Then we write equations so as to solve for the transfer function.

Finally, convert it into unity feedback system.

Alternatively, the transfer function can be calculated by transforming the block diagram.



Same result as before.



Solution:

Solution:

The Routh table:

We want the first column to have no sign changes.

Marginal stability occurs at the transition points, if at all.

First, try K=-60. The updated Routh table.



If epsilon is chosen positive, there is no sign change in the first column; if it is negative, there will be one sign change
from s^1 to s^0.

So it is marginally stable. The updated transfer function.

Next, try K=396. The updated Routh table:

Similarly, if epsilon is chosen positive, there is no sign change in the first column; if it is negative,
there will be one sign change from s^1 to s^0.

So it is marginally stable. The updated transfer function.



Solution:

Solution:

For third-order polynomials, 

So it is not possible.

Change G2(s)

Or use Routh table:



Solution:

Routh table:

Three sign changes in the first colum, therefore three RHP poles, which means three RHP eigenvalues.

Check with MATLAB:

>> A = [0 1 0; 0 1 -4; -1 1 8];
>> eig(A)
ans =
    7.4641
    0.5359
    1.0000

Solution:




